CRAFT Syntactic Tag Set:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntactic Nodes</th>
<th>S, NP, VP, PP, SBAR, SBARQ, SQ, SINV, NML, LST, PRN, PRT, QP, ADVP, ADJP, FRAG, WHNP, WHPP, WHADVP, WHADJP, CONJP, INTJ, NAC, RRC, UCP, X, EDITED, CIT, TITLE, HEADING, CAPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function Tags</td>
<td>-SBJ, -TMP, -TPC, -PRP, -PRD, -CLR, -SEZ, -LOC, -DIR, -MNR, -ADV, -LGS, -NOM, -DTV, -VOC, -BNF, -EXT, -CLF, -HLN, -TTL, -IMP, -ETC, -UNF, -FRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Syntactic Nodes:**
- S – sentence
- NP – noun phrase
- VP – verb phrase
- PP – prepositional phrase
- SBAR – subordinate or relative clause
- SBARQ – wh- questions
- SQ – question
- SINV – subject-auxiliary inversion and some topicalizations
- NML – nominal sub-constituents
- LST – list marker
- PRN – parenthetical
- CIT - citation
- PRT – particle
- QP – quantifier phrase
- ADVP – adverb phrase
- ADJP – adjective phrase
- FRAG – fragment.
- WHNP – wh- noun phrase
- WHPP – wh- prepositional phrase
- WHADVP – wh- adverb phrase
- WHADJP – wh- adjective phrase
- CONJP – multi-word conjunction phrase
- INTJ – interjection
- NAC – not a constituent
- RRC – reduced relative clause
- UCP – unlike coordinated phrases
- X – unknown or unbracketable
- TITLE - journal title
- HEADING - section heading
- CAPTION - table or figure caption

**Empty Categories:**
- * -- passive movement and subject raising
- *PRO* -- subject and object control
- *T* -- wh- movement, topicalization
- *RNR* -- right node raising
- *ICH* -- interpret constituent here
- *EXP* -- pseudo-attach expletive
- *U* -- unit
- 0 – null complementizer and null wh- operator
*??* -- elided material
*NOT* -- gapping anti-place holder

**Function Tags:**
- SBJ – surface subject
- TMP – temporal
- TPC – topicalized
- PRP – purpose
- PRD – predicate
- CLR – used with S to denote small clause or secondary predicate
- LOC – locative
- DIR – direction of action
- MNR – manner of action
- ADV – adverbial
- LGS – logical subject (of passive construction)
- NOM – nominal sentence
- DTV – dative
- VOC – vocative
- BNF – beneficiary
- EXT – existential “it”
- CLF – it-cleft
- TTL – title
- IMP – imperative
- ETC – etcetera
- FRM – formula

**CRAFT Part of Speech Tag Set:**

| Part of Speech Tags: | VB, VBZ, VBP, VBD, VBN, VBG, RP, LRB, RRB, NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, IN, DT, TO, CC, MD, JJ, JJR, JJS, RB, RBR, RBS, PRP, PRP$, LS, EX, PDT, SYM, CD, UH, POS, FW, WP, WP$, WRB, WDT, HYPH, AFX, XX, ,, :) , " |

**POS tags:**
- VB – verb, base form
- VBZ – verb, 3rd person singular present tense
- VBP – verb, non 3rd person singular present tense
- VBD – verb, past tense
- VBN – verb, past participle
- VBG – verb, present participle
- RP – particle
- -LRB- -- left (paired) bracket or braces
- -RRB- -- right (paired) bracket or braces
- NN – singular noun
- NNS – plural noun
- NNP – proper noun, singular